
58th Williamson Cup 

Belle Haven Country Club 

August 8 - 9, 2022 
 

Notice to Players 
 

This information supplements the 2022 WMGA Local Rules and Terms of the Competition printed on the 

reverse side of this page.  
 

Local Rules 
 

Practice Area Near the Putting Green of Hole #11:  The putting and chipping area to the left of the 

putting green of #11 is part of the golf course but has been designated by the Committee for practice. 
 

Turf fans are Temporary Immovable Obstructions.  Seek assistance for line of play relief. 
 

Ball in Closely Mown Area: The player may take relief under Rule 16.1b if an immovable obstruction 

(sprinkler head/drain) is  on the line of play, and is:  1) within two club-lengths of the putting green, 

and 2) within two club-lengths of the ball. 

 Exception – No Relief if Line of Play is Clearly Unreasonable. There is no relief under this Local 

Rule if the  player chooses a line of play that is clearly unreasonable.   Model Local Rule F-5 is in effect. 
 

Flower Beds and Mulched Areas:  Flower beds and mulched areas have no special status.  These areas 

are NOT ground under repair, hence there is NOT relief without penalty. 
 

Penalty area on hole #6: If a ball is in the yellow penalty area on hole #6, including when it is known or 

virtually certain that a ball that has not been found came to rest in the penalty area, the player has these 

relief options, each for one penalty stroke:   Take relief under Rule 17.1, or 
 

As an extra option, drop the original ball or another ball in the dropping zone - Drop zone on hole #11 is 

on the forward teeing ground at app. 110 yds.  The margin of the dropping zone is defined by white posts 

with blue stripes.   Model Local Rule E-1.1is in effect. 
 

Additional Boundaries:  The out of bounds to the left of Hole #8 (maintenance area) is defined by the 

inside points at ground level of the stockade fence posts and white stakes.  The out of bounds to the left of 

Hole #11 is defined by the inside points at ground level of the tennis court fences and the wall of the indoor 

tennis court building as well as the white stakes that tie into these areas. The out of bounds beyond the 

putting green on hole #18 is delineated by the outside edge of the curbing at the upper terrace, the concrete 

seams connecting the curbing to the mulch bed, and the outer edge of the mulch bed surrounding the 

flagpole. 
 

Additional Information 
 

Tee Markers – play is from the WMGA tee markers. 
 

Stipulated Round – play each day will be comprised of two stipulated rounds of 9 holes which provides 

additional options in the event of postponements/cancellations due to bad weather. 
 

Score cards:  Immediately upon completion of play, score cards are to be returned to the score card 

receiving area inside the clubhouse near the patio which overlooks the 18th putting green. 
 

Winners, Ties and Play-offs:  The champion is the low 36-hole score from the BLUE tee markers.  In the 

event of a tie for the champion or the winner in any age group, there will be a hole-by-hole play-off 

immediately after the certification of scores by the Committee.  A tie for any other trophy will be resolved 

by the USGA recommended method outlined in Appendix I or duplicate trophies will be awarded as 

determined by the Committee.  Any play-off will begin at a hole to be determined by the Committee and 

continue at successive holes, chosen by the Committee, until a winner is determined.   
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